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Phenomenology + Pedagogy invites contributions to its regular
and special feature sections. All manuscripts are first submitted for
an internal review to determine appropriateness of orientation to
the program of the journal. The editors of Phenomenology +
Pedagogy rely heavily on expert advice from readers, using
established referee policy procedures. To assure author anonymity,
only the title should appear on the manuscript. Attach a cover page
with title, name, and affiliation.

Prospective contributors are required to send four copies of the
manuscript. Style and format of manuscripts must adhere to the
guidelines as described in the third edition (1983) of the Publication
Manual of the American Psychological Association. See a recent
copy of Phenomenology + Pedagogy for exemplary use of Notes,
References, Tables, and Figures. Dissertation Research Reviews
and Book Reviews are to be submitted with relevant information on
a separate page listing title, author, publication, and reviewer. For
detail and organization of this information consult samples in a re
cent issue of Phenomenology + Pedagogy.

Manuscript authors are urged to consult APA guidelines for
nonsexist language.
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nology + Pedagogy has the right of first publication.
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